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Narendra Jaggi
Professor of Physics

Recipient of The Kemp Foundation Award for Teaching Excellence — 2013

A materials physicist by training, Professor of Physics Narendra Jaggi is an engaging teacher, a celebrated scholar and an active communitarian. Dr. Jaggi believes that students and faculty can learn from each other and that genuine affection and enthusiasm for learning can be infectious.

“Dr. Jaggi has been a wonderful model for our students of the value of life-long learning and a liberal education,” said Jonathan Green, provost and dean of the faculty. “He is constantly drawing new connections between disparate disciplines, and he generously shares the insights he derives from these interconnections. Dr. Jaggi has often been the conscience of our community, putting into words and actions his fervent commitment to social justice.”

In 2003, Dr. Jaggi was named the Illinois Professor of the Year by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE). He also was named Professor of the Year 2002-2003 by IWU’s Student Senate.

A native of India, Dr. Jaggi received degrees in physics from Ranchi University and from the University of Bombay where he earned a Ph.D. After working in the Department of Atomic Energy in Bombay, he pursued a postdoctoral fellowship at Northwestern University, and then joined the physics department at Northeastern University in Boston before coming to IWU in 1991.

Dr. Jaggi, who teaches among other subjects, the physics of nonlinear systems, has co-authored 39 research papers in journals in both physics and sociology. He conducts research in the areas of possible signatures of extra spatial dimensionality (four and above) by measuring and analyzing electrical properties of hypercubic networks of lumped electronic elements and the use of Mathematica as an integrated and distributed tool in the undergraduate physics curriculum. Dr. Jaggi also has collaborated with Professor of Physics Linda French on the analysis of her group’s data on rotational properties of Trojan Asteroids.

Described as a conscientious “communitarian,” Dr. Jaggi has led many events dealing with acceptance of difference and diversity, including the “Hoodies or Hijabs: The Hate Has to Stop” demonstration in March 2012 on the Eckley Quadrangle. He also has been a participant in the Coalition for Diversity and Reconciliation, Not in Our Town and the McLean County India Association, of which he is a former president.

Dr. Jaggi has been an active participant in faculty governance, serving as the Chair of Chairs in the Natural Science Division, as Chair of the Faculty Development Committee, as Chair of Curriculum Council, as Chair of the Hearing Committee, as a member of the Council on University Programs and Policy and many other committees.

Excellence in teaching is a hallmark of Illinois Wesleyan. The Teaching Excellence Award was established to recognize this strength and to honor one faculty member at this occasion who brings spirit, passion and scholarship to the art of teaching. Today we honor Professor Narendra Jaggi.
This program is dedicated to the Class of 2013
and
to students who have earned scholastic and activity honors.

Presiding—Cameron Blossom ’13, Class Vice President

Prelude ...................................................................................................................................................................................... Susan Klotzbach

Prelude and Fugue in B Major

Processional (please stand) ........................................................................................................................................................ Ms. Klotzbach

Processional in E Flat Major

Invocation (remain standing) ..................................................................................................................................................... Alejandro Monzon ’13

Welcome .................................................................................................................................................................................. Cameron Blossom ’13

Recognition of Student Honors .................................................................................................................................................. Frank Boyd

Recognition of Academic Honors .............................................................................................................................................. April Schultz

Tribute to Retiring Faculty ......................................................................................................................................................... Jonathan D. Green

Presentation of Speaker ............................................................................................................................................................ Richard F. Wilson

Address ..................................................................................................................................................................................... Narendra Jaggi

“Refracting Honor Through A Personal Prism”

Presentation of The Kemp Foundation Award for Teaching Excellence — 2013 ................................................................. Nick Kemp

Presentation of Previous Honorees for Teaching Excellence .................................................................................................. President Wilson

Announcement of 2014 Kemp Honoree for Teaching Excellence ............................................................................................... Provost Green

Alma Wesleyana (please stand and join in singing led by Hannah McCoy ’13) ................................................................. Ms. Klotzbach

From hearts aflame, our love we pledge to thee,
Where’er we wander, over land or sea;
Through time unending loyal we will be—
True to our Alma Mater, Wesleyan.

When college days are fully past and gone,
While life endures, from twilight dream till dawn,
Grandly thy soul shall with us linger on—
Star-crowned, our Alma Mater, Wesleyan!

— Professor W. E. Schultz
(1887-1964)

Recessional (remain standing) ...................................................................................................................................................... Ms. Klotzbach

Voluntary in C, Opus 5, No. 1

John Stanley
(1713-1786)
PHI KAPPA PHI
1922
National scholastic honorary for
students with junior and senior
standing
◊ Cassandra Anderson
◊ Nicholas Anderson
◊ Carissa Ball
◊ Josefina Banales
◊ Sarah Bergman
◊ Jessica Beringer
◊ Graham Boden
◊ Ahnaliela Brill
◊ Katherine Brockman
◊ Kelsey Buerger
◊ Lauren Burke
◊ Sarah Carlson
◊ Kyle Chin
◊ Nicole Ciemniak
◊ Jake Clemens
◊ Kyle Connour
◊ Madeline Cross
Qing Ding
◊ Nathaniel Douglas
◊ Kaitlin Dunn
◊ Rebecca Ebben
◊ Hannah Eby
◊ Robert Erffmeyer Jr.
◊ Nathan Evans
◊ Elizabeth Exo
◊ Dylan Fischer
◊ Emma Florio
◊ Catherine Geehan
Charles Golaszewski
Molly Guenette
◊ Timothy Hegwood
◊ Karen Jaslow
◊ Shelby Jones
◊ Angela Jos
◊ Hannah June
Daniel Kenny
◊ Melissa Kinsella
◊ Megan Kosirog
Elizabeth Kuehn
◊ Jordan Kuhns
◊ Alexander Lang
◊ David Lawrence III
◊ Qingyu Li
◊ Boxiang Liu
◊ Katrina Lukes
◊ Ammar Malik
◊ Kevin Mangan
◊ Emily Manninen
◊ Paige Maurer
◊ Margaret McCarter
◊ Shannen McCrory
◊ Luke McCloughlin
◊ Alexandra Mitchell
◊ Alejandro Monzon
◊ Jacklyn Morris
◊ Ross Munsterman
◊ Nathaniel Murphy
◊ Brendan O’Donnell
◊ Jill Olliges
◊ Emma Peck
◊ Lisa Peltekian
◊ Nora Peterson
◊ Stephanie Pierson
◊ Casey Plach
◊ Christine Polich
◊ Timothy Reardanz
◊ Samantha Reiter
◊ Roberto Romay
◊ Samantha Rubright
◊ Lauren Rupert
◊ Spencer Rzeszutko
◊ Steven Santucci
◊ James Schiffer
◊ Katelyn Scott
◊ Melissa Seeborg
◊ Emily Shire
◊ Laura Simpson
◊ Jake Sloan
◊ Ariel Smith
Sijia Song
Andrew Sonnenberger
◊ Elisabeth Sonta
◊ Dustin Springer
Emily Susin
◊ Abigail Szunyogh
◊ Janak Thapa
◊ Lauren Timmons
◊ Katharine Tock
◊ Caitlyn Trevor
◊ Onyinye Udenze
Kurt VanNess
◊ Cathryn Volk
◊ Erica Vrkljan
◊ Zachery Wagner
◊ Veronica Watson
◊ Amanda Watts
◊ Patrick Wen
◊ Kimberly Wenger
◊ Amy Werner
◊ Victoria Whitaker
◊ Stephen Whitfield
◊ Ryan Winter
Sarah Yount
Invited Students ◊

PHI BETA KAPPA
2000
Undergraduate honors
organization fostering and
recognizing excellence in the
liberal arts and sciences
Alexa Baltes
Graham Boden
Rachel Branson
Sarah Carlson
Rachel Casali
Kimberly Cheffer
Manh Duc Dao
Savannah Davis
Theodore Delicath
Yulin Deng
Qing Ding
Zoe Gross
Nicholas Heller
Lauren Henry
Melissa Huang
Daniel Kenny
Maria Klingele
Elizabeth Kuehn
Amanda Larsen
David Lawrence III
Boxiang Liu
Daniel Maurer
Matthew McShane
Alejandro Monzon
Ross Munsterman
Nora Peterson
Stephanie Pierson
Roberto Romay
Sylvia Rusin
Katelyn Scott
Sijia Song
Andrew Sonnenberger
Elisabeth Sonta
Janna Strain
Emily Susin
Emily Susina
Janak Thapa
Kurt VanNess
Amy Werner
Stephen Whitfield
Ryan Winter

PERFORMANCE
AND EXHIBITION
HONORS IN THE
FINE ARTS
Music-Honor Recitalist
Michelle Brecunier
Theatre Arts
Rachel Grimes
Celeste Kelley
Joshua Levinson
Rebecca Lydon
Laura Simpson
Amy Stockhaus
Raven Stubbs
Allyce Torres

AWARD
RECIPIENTS
Business
Ryan Beaupre Award for
Accounting
Alexandria Lopez

GROWMARK
Scholarship
Matthew Pankau

CREATIVE WRITING
Arthur William Hinners
and Louise Hinners Sipfls
Poetry Prize presented by
The Academy of
American Poets
Robert Diehl
Honorable Mention
Colleen O’Connor
Janna Strain
**Babbitt’s Prize for Short Fiction**  
Janna Strain

**Kay Nelson Memorial Essay Prize**  
Sydney White  
*Honorable Mention*  
Savannah Davis  
Shane McGowan

**Eduational Studies**  
The George E. Melton Award in Education  
Victoria Halevy

**Environmental Studies**  
Outstanding Senior in Environmental Studies  
Elizabeth Kuehn

**Excellence in Advancing Environmental Sustainability**  
Joseph Daniels  
Megan George  
Daniel Kenny  
Jennifer Long

**Hispanic Studies**  
Outstanding Senior in Hispanic Studies  
tba 4/24/13

**Lincoln Laureate Award**  
Daniel Kenny

**Music**  
David Nott Collegiate Choir Scholarship  
James Schiffer  
Presser Scholarship  
tba 4/11/13

**Nursing**  
Frances D. Alikonis Memorial Award  
Ahnalieza Brill

**Alumnae Association of the Brokaw Hospital School for Nurses Scholarship**  
Meghan Hilderbrand

**Finfgeld Family Scholarship**  
Abigail Hertz

**Patricia Giese Memorial Scholarship**  
Jennifer Boll

**Delores Helsley-Ascher Scholarship**  
Shannon McCrory  
Katelyn McDonald

**Mary D. Shanks Scholarship Established by Upsilon Pi Alumni Chapter of Alpha Tau Delta**  
Tiffany Zumpf

**Sara M. Stevenson Memorial Scholarship**  
Sarah Belcher

**Student Leadership Awards**  
Cultural Leadership  
Raven Stubbs

**Intellectual Leadership**  
Sarah Takushi

**Student Service to Campus Life**  
Kevin Carey

**Student Service to the Community**  
Cameron Blossom

**Student Service as a University Employee**  
Cecilia Mendoza

**Stutzman Peace Fellows**  
Jeremy Duffee  
Chelsea Green  
Yeeli Kong  
Lina Meilus  
Alejandro Monzon

**Technos International Prize**  
Sarah Takushi

**Theatre Arts**  
Stacey L. Stewart ’02 Memorial Scholarship  
Kate Fitzgerald

**University Writing Program**  
Best Gateway Essay  
Casey Plach

**Runner-up Honors**  
Karen Thul  
Blair Wright

**Weir Fellows — ARC**  
Meagan DeSalvo  
Matthew LaLonde  
David McGrath  
Annette Rauch

**Honoraries**

**Alpha Kappa Delta**  
*International sociology honor society*  
Cassandra Anderson  
Elise Anderson  
Nicholas Anderson  
Laila Andoni  
Aleeza Asghar  
Neil Baldwin  
Courtney Balk  
Alexa Baltes  
Josefina Banales  
Kathryn Bauer  
Edrienne Besagar  
Jennifer Black  
Chloe Bluml  
Edward Boyer III  
Kelly Brady  
Michelle Brecunier  
Connor Breidenbach  
Meghan Bruch  
Lauren Burke  
Nina Butler  
Samantha Calhoun  
Rebecca Candra  
Kathryn Cannon  
Sarah Carlson  
Anne Chapman  
Kimberly Cheffer  
Joseph Clemente  
Stephanie Coccaro  
Emma Craig  
Ivy Craig  
Madeline Cross  
Madeline Daly  
Joseph Daniels  
Grant Deam  
Theodore Delicath  
Robert Diehl  
Jeremy Duffee  
Rebecca Ebben  
Rosaleen Egan  
Katelyn Ewald  
Elizabeth Exo  
Katherine Filippo  
Kate Fitzgerald  
Lucas Fletcher

**Alpha Lambda Delta**  
*National first year honor society*  
Cassandra Anderson  
Elise Anderson  
Nicholas Anderson  
Laila Andoni  
Aleeza Asghar  
Neil Baldwin  
Courtney Balk  
Alexa Baltes  
Josefina Banales  
Kathryn Bauer  
Edrienne Besagar  
Jennifer Black  
Chloe Bluml  
Edward Boyer III  
Kelly Brady  
Michelle Brecunier  
Connor Breidenbach  
Meghan Bruch  
Lauren Burke  
Nina Butler  
Samantha Calhoun  
Rebecca Candra  
Kathryn Cannon  
Sarah Carlson  
Anne Chapman  
Kimberly Cheffer  
Joseph Clemente  
Stephanie Coccaro  
Emma Craig  
Ivy Craig  
Madeline Cross  
Madeline Daly  
Joseph Daniels  
Grant Deam  
Theodore Delicath  
Robert Diehl  
Jeremy Duffee  
Rebecca Ebben  
Rosaleen Egan  
Katelyn Ewald  
Elizabeth Exo  
Katherine Filippo  
Kate Fitzgerald  
Lucas Fletcher
Richard Sheng
Amanda Smith
Evan Smith
Elisabeth Sonta
Angelika Stachura
Mark Swanson
Marlena Szewczyk
Sarah Takushi
Andrew Villasenor
Alyssa Vorel
Lauren Vorel
Emily Wechter
Patrick Wen
Abigail White
Stephen Whitfield

**Delta Phi Alpha**
*National German language and literature honor society*
Genevieve Alexander
Hilary Doyle
Annika Ewaldz
Paige Kinnamon
Emma Vander Woude

**Eta Sigma Phi**
*National honorary society for students of Latin and Greek*
Michelle Brand
Leslie Cooley
Lauren Czaja
Lucas Fletcher
Melissa Huang
Audra Kuchling
Kurt VanNess

**Gamma Upsilon**
*National media honorary society*
Kevin Brown
Patrick Cavanaugh
Nicholas Desideri
Rebecca Ebben
Christopher Francis
Michael Kistner
Joseph Musso Jr.
Patrick Nevels
Joseph O’Brien
Rachel Paturi
Kinzie Schweigert
Tia Sprengel
Sarah Takushi
Kathryn Thomas
Alaina Waterman
Kristen Woodside
*W.E. Schultz Award for Excellence in Media Management*
Alaina Waterman
*Harvey Beutner Award for Journalistic Excellence*
Michael Kistner

**Kappa Delta Pi**
*National honorary for junior and senior education majors*
Cassandra Anderson
Elise Anderson
Hillary Anderson
Hillary Davis
Elizabeth Exo
Melissa Graffy
Victoria Halevy
Maria Klingele
Shelby Kottemann
Kelly Lamorena
Andrea Lenz
Scott Meyers
Margaret Principi
Kathryn Robinette
Olivia Semeria
Julianne Shlay
Emily Susin
Erika Vrkjlan
Amanda Watts
Brianna Yarwood

**Kappa Pi**
*International honorary art fraternity*
Riley Blindt
Christine Brown
Annastasia Calvert
Michelle Burke
Courtney Cohu
Olivia Dunham
Rebecca Ebben
Kelsey Emmert
Rebeccah Erickson
Katelyn Ewald
Robert Frank III
William Frank
Audrey Ito
Leea Jackson
Agneszka Kubas
Keri Leach
Erica Messerschmidt
Eric Novak
Joseph O’Brien
Victoria Palacios
Lisa Peltkeian
Samuel Peniak
Devon Redlin
Emilee Severs
Tara Simpson
Dustin Springer
Marlena Szewczyk
Abigail Szunyogh
Kathryn Thomas
Diane Trevor

**Lambda Alpha**
*National anthropology honor society*
Helen Brandt
Sarah Carlson
Madeline Cross
Joseph Daniels
Robert Diehl
Kaitlyn Eichinger
Katherine Filippo
Alicia Gummess
Lauren Henry
Laura Hones
Dariusz Jakubowski
Amanda Knezovich
Nora Peterson
Stephanie Pierson
Jacob Roy
Katelyn Scott

**Mortar Board**
*National honor society recognizing college seniors for their exemplary scholarship, leadership and service*
Kelly Brady
Sarah Carlson
Rachel Casali
Joseph Daniels
Theodore Delicath
Meghan Dinkle
Olivia Dunham

**National Residence Hall Honorary**
*National scholastic, leadership and service honorary for residence hall students*
Rick Ames
Emily Bailey
Josifina Banales
Jennifer Burns
Christine Gawron
Kirsten Grothaus
Breton Isaacs
Hannah June
Amanda Larsen
Patrick Lulewicz
Erin McMahon
Munia Mustafa
Max Renner
Kathryn Robinette
Natalie Romano
Genyl Rufino
Sydney White
Erica Witzig
Scott Yockey

**Omicron Delta Epsilon**
*National scholastic honorary for students of economics*
Benjamin Aberle
Alexandra Bechtel
Matthew Bishop
Graham Boden
Alice Fontana
Mark Giannis
Elizabeth Hancock
Hayley Harroun
Jaret Kanarek
Andrea Kerwin
Joseph Krob
Zahra Lalani
David Lawrence III
Elizabeth Liubicich
Michael Mayberger
Aravind Nagavalli
Chi Nguyen
Tung Nguyen
Cristina Petcu
Katelyn Rowley
Melissa Seeborg
Emily Shire
Sijia Song
Zongda Tu
Onyinye Udenze
Benjamin White
Natalie Witter
Tianxiao Yang

**Phi Alpha Theta**
National history honor society
Jennifer Black
Kevin Brown
Patrick Burke
Abigail Carter
Emma Craig
Morgan Flahive
Emma Florio
Mary Heath
Kendall Kritikos
Alexander Lang
Kathleen Lucas
Julie Mangoff
Elizabeth Muir
Andrew Sonnenberger
Tia Sprengel
Christopher Tatar
Kenneth Tymick
Amanda Watts
Amy Werner
Ryan Winter

**Phi Beta Delta**
Honor society for International scholars
Iyinogoluwa Ajayi
Elise Anderson
Hillary Anderson
Jennifer Black
Jennifer Boll
Alexander Bradford
Kelsey Brattin
Ivy Craig
Madeline Cross
Theodore Delicath
Jeremy Duffee
Kaitlin Dunn
Katherine Filippo
Kelsey Finch
Emma Florio
Catherine Geahan
Charles Golaszewski
Lauren Henry
Amanda Kompanowski
Daniel Kenny
Jason Kotecki
Elizabeth Kuehn
Bridget Lam
Jennifer Long
Luyuan Liu
Shane McGowan
Jonathan Moos
Colleen O’Keefe
Nora Peterson
Elizabeth Rubel
Katelyn Scott
Olivia Smeria
Edward Spring
Janna Strain
Sarah Takushi

**Phi Sigma Tau**
International honor society for philosophers
Charles Golaszewski
Jaret Kanarek
David Lawrence III
Ross Munsterman
Anna Rossi

**Pi Delta Phi**
National French language and literature honor society
Timothy Borchardt
Helen Brandt
Samantha Calhoun
Ellen Cornelius
Anna DeGraaf
Maria Klingele
Whitney Leifheit
Melissa Mariotti
Wivine Ngongo
Emily Oprins
Jessica Rochford
Megan Rogers
Devin Ross
Ariel Smith
Emily Steele
Onyinye Udenze
Anneth Venegas
Brianna Yarwood
Jacquelyn Zeng

**Pi Kappa Lambda**
National music honor society
Lucas Fletcher
Alicia Gumess
Shelby Jones
James Schiffer
Lucas Tuazon

**Pi Mu Epsilon**
National mathematics honor society
Lindsey Bakewell
Yulin Deng
Christine Gawron
Scott Klepetka
Qingyu Li
Boxiang Liu
Ammar Malik
Emily Susin
Leah Tacchi
Katherine Tatar
Kurt VanNess
Tianxiao Yang

**Pi Sigma Alpha**
National honorary society for the study of politics and government
Alexa Baltes
Celeste Borjas
Austin Borton
Alexandra Brinkmeier
Lauren Burke
Patrick Cavanaugh
Joseph Clemente
Theodore Delicath
Nicholas Desideri
Bradley Gresik
Zoe Gross
Chase Hundman
Ye lei Kong
Courtney Kotowski
Luyuan Liu
Alexander Moore
Casey Plach
Ian Powers
Megan Rogers
Ryan Winter
Melissa Seeborg

**Pi Sigma Alpha Academic Achievement Award**
Theodore Delicath
Zoe Gross
Ye lei Kong

**Community Service Award**
Katie Brosnan
Theodore Delicath

**Department Service Award**
Abigail Carter
Zoe Gross

**Psi Chi**
National honorary for psychology students
Laila Andoni
Emily Bailey
Josefina Banales
Akash Bhatia
Kelly Brady
Michelle Brand
Alexandra Brinkmeier
Nina Butler
Kimberly Cheffer
Stephanie Coccaro
Madeline Cross
Sara Daley
Meghan Dinkle
Kaitlin Dunn
Rosaleen Egan
Kaitlyn Eichinger
Elisabeth English
Katelyn Ewald
Kelsey Finch
Alice Fontana
Melissa Fuesting
Chelsea Green
Elise Haury
Amanda Larsen
Christina Liccar
Molly McCready
Alexandra Mitchell
Isabel Moon
Ross Munsterman
Lauren Nielsen
Colleen O’Connor
Elizabeth Pagansessi
Cristina Petcu
Leslie Ramirez
Nicholas Ressa
Natalie Romano
Devin Ross
Elizabeth Rubel
Sean Ryan
Alison Scarpa
Hilary Schneider
Deborah Skinner
Kiri Li Stauch
Jordan Stewart
Nicole Taylor
Kathryn Thomas
Chelsea Werries
Victoria Whitaker
Kylene Wolfe
Katelyn Scott
Svenja Schroeder
Kylene Wolfe
Lauren Vorel
Erica Vrlkjan
Veronica Watson
Chelsea Werries
Sarah Yount

SIGMA TAU DELTA
International honor society for students of English
Courtney Balk
Alexa Baltes
Rachel Branson
Katie Brosnan
Kevin Brown
Elise Brubaker
Patrick Burke
Kathryn Cannon
Robert Castillo
Savannah Davis
Robert Diehl
Stephanie Fenty
Katherine Filippo
Natalya Grabavoy
Melissa Graffy
Kathryn Haynes
Elizabeth Henderlite
Audra Kuchling
Elissa Ledvort
Shane McGowan
Luke McLoughlin
Colleen O’Keefe
Emily Oprins
Joshua Pirahmadi
Jessica Rochford
Alyssa Speranza
Tia Sprengel
Julianne Sthay
Janna Strain
Emily Susina
Caitlyn Trevor
Alaina Waterman
Brianna Yarwood
Jacquelyn Zeng

SIGMA THETA TAU
International honor society for nursing
Karina Acosta
Edrienne Besagar
Jennifer Boll
Meghan Bruch
Lauren Casey
Dana Chudnovskaya
Bianca Garcia
Ann Gerard
Molly Guenette
Lindsay Hayes
Elise Howe
Monica Huback
Hillary Huckstadt
Mallory Kirby
Jennifer Knicl
Adam Lienhop
Emily Manninen
Katelyn McDonald
Jill Olliges
Samara Shane
Hannah Sleep
Kayla Worley
Sarah Yount

SIGMA DELTA PI
National Hispanic honor society for exemplary Spanish majors
Hillary Anderson
Callie Ault
Alexander Bradford
Nina Butler
Rosaleen Egan
Elizabeth Exo
Emma Florio
Christine Gawron
Kristen Gonterman
Jonathan Grum
Aubrey Hayes
Monica Huback
Shelby Kottemann
Danielle Jauregui
Daniel Kenny
Julie Mangoff
Dana Marlin
Scott Meyers
Alejandro Monzon
Nora Peterson
Kathryn Robinette
Sylvia Rusin

UPSIΛON PI EPSILON
National honorary for the computing sciences
Ammar Malik
Patrick Nevels
Troy Sennett
Kathryn Siebels
Thomas Sobyra

STUDENT SENATE
2013

COMMISSIONERS
Public Relations
Ashton Moss
University Events
Amy DeBoer
Media
Kevin Piotrowski
Awareness Events
Hannah Smith
Civic Engagement
Blair Wright

MEDIA
Argus Editor
Tia Sprengel
WESN Manager
Patrick Nevels
Titan TV Manager
Alaina Waterman
Ashley Wilson Award for Argus Staffer of the Year
Kevin Brown
Tia Sprengel

Chairpersons,
Special Campus Events
Homecoming
Amy DeBoer
Brexton Isaacs
Madalyn Mazur
Filip Swist
Sydney White
Family Weekend
Elise April
Nicholas Carlson
Amy DeBoer
Bailee Dunlap
Terrence Hood
Elisa Hurtado
Rachel Paturi
Ateh Tetteh
Sara Vore

STUDENT SENATE
2013

OFFICERS
President
Brexton Isaacs
Vice President
Kent Larson
Treasurer
Austin Aldag
Parliamentarian
Alexandra Bechtel

8
MEN’S VARSITY ATHLETICS

Most Valuable Players

Baseball 2012
Kevin Callahan
Mark McDermott
Alexander Nathan

Basketball
Kevin Reed

Cross Country
Kyle Nottingham

Football
Defense:
Connor Klein
Offense:
Alexander Garvey

Golf 2012
Shane Smith

Soccer
Defensive:
Declan Geraghty
Daniel Kenny

Offensive:
Kyle Gorgol

Swimming
Marcus Duval
Ross Tollefson

Tennis
Brian Piotrowski
Brian Sorich

Track & Field
Philip Johnson
Kevin Kapolnek
Daniel LaRocca
Ross Munsterman

TEAM CAPTAINS

Baseball
Mark McDermott
Joe Sweeney

Basketball
Daniel Oswald
Kevin Reed

Cross Country
Philip Johnson

Swimming
Katherine McHugh

Tennis 2012
Lauren Drawbridge

Track & Field 2012
Lauren Alpert

Volleyball
Alexandra Hill

TEAM CAPTAINS

Basketball
Michelle Bilek
Melissa Gardner

Cross Country
Elise Anderson
Katherine Filippo
Amanda Kompanowski

Golf
Rebecca Candra
Megan Geraghty
Rose Kelly
Brittany Levens

Swimming
Kathryn Haynes
Katherine McHugh
Brogan Riches

Tennis
Helen Alex
Lauren Drawbridge

Track & Field
Elise Anderson
Tara Clemens
Jenna Loynachen

Volleyball
Madelyn Greybar
Alexandra Hill
Katherine Rhoades

TEAM CAPTAINS

Basketball
Michelle Bilek
Melissa Gardner

Cross Country/Track & Field
Elise Anderson
Rachael Williams

Golf
Megan Geraghty
Brittany Levens

Soccer
Emily Hinchman
Jill Olliges

Softball
Emma Clark
Alyssa Vorel

Swimming
Katherine McHugh

Track & Field
Tara Clemens
Jenna Loynachen

Volleyball
Alexandra Hill
PAST HONOREES
FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE

1960  William T. Beadles, Insurance
1961  Wayne W. Wantland, Biology
1962  R. Dwight Drexler, Piano
1963  Elizabeth H. Oggel, English
1964  Rupert Kilgore, Art
1965  Dorothea S. Franzen, Biology
1966  Joseph H. Meyers, English
1967  Marie J. Robinson, Speech
1968  Bunyon H. Andrew, History
1969  Wendell W. Hess, Chemistry
1970  Jerry Stone, Religion
1971  Doris C. Meyers, Philosophy
1972  John Ficca, Drama
1973  Robert Burda, English
1974  Max A. Pape, Sociology
1975  Lucile Klauser, Education
1976  R. Bedford Watkins, Jr., Music
1977  Harvey F. Beutner, English
1978  Frank D. Starkey, Chemistry
1979  Fred B. Brian, Art
1980  Sammye Crawford Greer, English
1981  Jerry M. Israel, History
1982  John D. Heyl, History
1983  J. Robert Hippensteele, Biology
1984  Larry M. Colter, Philosophy
1985  Sue Ann Colter, French
1986  Bruce B. Criley, Biology
1987  Michael B. Young, History
1988  Emily Dunn Dale, Sociology
1989  Pamela Buchanan Muirhead, English
1990  Thomas A. Griffiths, Biology
1991  Robert C. Bray, English
1992  John D. Wenum, Political Science
1993  Mona J. Gardner, Business Administration
1994  Paul E. Bushnell, History
1995  James D. Matthews, French
1996  Kathleen O’Gorman, English
1997  Jared Brown, Theatre Arts
1998  W. Michael Weis, History
1999  Michael C. Seeborg, Economics
2000  Teodora O. Amoloza, Sociology
2001  Carole A. Mysofski, Religion
2002  Tari Renner, Political Science
2003  Carolyn Nadeau, Hispanic Studies
2004  James Plath, English
2005  Christopher Prendergast, Sociology
2006  Mary Ann Bushman, English
2007  James P. Sikora, Sociology
2008  Marina Balina, Russian Studies
2009  Jonathan Dey, Biology
2010  Wes Chapman, English
2011  Dan Terkla, English
2012  William Munro, Political Science